Sunday January 15th 2017
For Jews Request a Sign…..
Part Seventeen
Study Questions

1). What is significant about there being 5 barley loaves that are
supernaturally multiplied and how would we know?

a). In that future day where will Israel be when firstfruits is fulfilled and
exactly what will happen on that day?

b). What is the primary feast that must be fulfilled before firstfruits can
take place and why must this be so?

c). What is the spiritual food that Israel will receive, pictured through
the barley loaves, and what will be the result of them ‘eating’ this?

2). Read John 6:60 + 66 – What has Jesus just said that causes this reaction?
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a). Read Exodus 12:5-8 – what is the unalterable spiritual truth
contained in the sequencing in these verses?

b). Within the context of Exodus 12:5-8 what do the Lord’s words about
eating His flesh and drinking His blood declare and which scripture did we
look at in connection with this?

c). Read Exodus 16:12 – How does this verse form a parallel with what
we saw in Exodus 12:5-8 and what further information are we given to add to
this?

d). So, what does the flesh of the Passover lambs and the manna point
to? What did they provide in the natural and what is their spiritual
application?

3). Read Exodus 17:6 – What else did Jesus say was to be done as well as
eating His flesh?

a). Who is the Rock in Exodus 17:6 and how would we know?
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b). Which 2 complimentary events does the striking of the Rock point
to?

c). How does the striking of the Rock compare with the sequencing we
have previously looked at and what does all of this teach us about those who
would participate in this?

d). Read John 4:13-14 – How does what we know of these verses help us
to understand what the water from the Rock pictures?

e). How are we to make the connection through the scriptures between
the living water from the Rock and drinking Christ’s blood?

f). So what are we actually looking at when the Lord says to drink His
blood?

g). Through the scriptures explain why not eating His flesh and drinking
His blood will result in having no life in the age to come?
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h). Why must all that we have seen in these NT scriptures concerning
drinking Christ’s blood also be seen through typology in the OT scriptures?

i). So where in the OT did we go to find to find the type?

j). What do we know about these verses so far?

k). Any final thoughts?
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